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And we are still grappling with one of the major legacies of World War I: the debate over America's role in the world. For
three years, the United States walked the.

On the one hand, he prepared for all-out war. Neutrality, however, proved easier to proclaim than maintain.
Despite the obvious ties to Britain based on history and language, there were many United States citizens who
claimed Germany and Austria-Hungary as their parent lands. He could almost certainly have kept the country
out if he had settled on that course instead. Rather than focusing on generals and their staffs, Mark E. In ,
however, the political calculus changed when Britain and Germany both began targeting enemy supply lines
on the high seas. The mounting pressure eventually convinced Wilson to become the first president to publicly
support a constitutional amendment guaranteeing female suffrage, a major step towards the eventual
ratification of the 19th Amendment in which officially granted the vote to women. She has published
extensively on American involvement in the First World War. America was different. There are references to
events where steins were smashed and German dogs were slaughtered. What do we owe those who serve in
our wars? Race still mattered, however. The results of the blockade were astonishing. Congress still refused to
budge, so Wilson replaced Garrison as Secretary of War with Newton Baker , the Democratic mayor of
Cleveland and an outspoken opponent of preparedness. The recent historiography thus depicts World War I as
a formative moment in the long civil rights movement, demonstrating the importance of activism by the World
War I generation for the civil rights successes of the s and s. The Democrats in Congress tried to cut the
military budget in  Generally, left-wing elements in the Allied nations warmed to his message. The majority of
the Fourteen Points focused on settling the problems that Wilson believed caused the war nationalism,
imperialism, the arms race, and territorial disagreements. Of course, most women experienced the war
stateside, where they tended victory gardens and worked to produce healthy meals from meager rations. They
lie on their backs on the stretchers and are pulled out of the ambulances as loaves of bread are pulled out of the
oven. Historian and writer A. The text in this article is available under the Creative Commons License. The
service of women on federal wartime committees organized by the Food Administration, the Department of
the Treasury, and the War Department helped normalize the sight of women exercising political power. The
United States would now be too weak to go to war. But the main influence behind the restrained response
from London was the growing realization of their economic dependence on American loans and supplies for
the Allied war effort. Army nurses died of disease mainly tuberculosis, influenza, and pneumonia. Given his
grave doubts about the consequences of entering the war, it might seem strange that Wilson chose the course
he did. After consulting with various advisors, he took the initiative in defining the objects for which not only
the United States but also the entire Allied cause was fighting. Pershing to improve the worsening state of
communications on the Western front. In response, Wilson signed the National Defense Act in June of that
year, expanding the Army and the National Guard, and in August, the president signed legislation designed to
significantly strengthen the Navy. Williams investigates the extensive postwar activism of African American
veterans, emphasizing the role they played as symbols and leaders within the civil rights movement. Wilson
carried great credibility as the leader of a nation that sought no territorial or economic spoils from the war and
as someone who had spoken out for peace and democracy before entering the conflict. Meanwhile, people
throughout the nation contributed food, clothes, and money to help ease civilian suffering in Belgium, France,
Italy, and Russia. As soldiers returned home and the victory parades faded, the fight over the League of
Nations turned bitter. Recent scholarship, however, underscores how the war transformed American society
and why the war is relevant for understanding our contemporary world. Antiwar critics blasted them.
Self-policing by community leaders on the local and state level, Capozzola contends, helped the federal
government create a culture of patriotic obligation that successfully pressured citizens to provide manpower,
material, and food. The United States government engaged in a massive propaganda campaign to raise troops
and money. There are further, rather striking, parallels. If the war had lasted only a few months longer, the
victorious Allies would have been almost totally dependent on the United States and Wilson knew that he
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could have dictated virtually any terms he wished to victors and vanquished alike. Eisenhower, George S. She
contends that the "American way of remembrance" set the model for how the nation buried and honored war
dead from that point onward.


